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Sammanfattning

Denna studie handlar om en implementering av standardisering och
automatisering i mindre organisationer. Jag skapade ett skript i Python som
upptäcker uppladdade kalkylblad i en mapp som i sin tur var kopplad till en
molnbaserad lösning. När skriptet upptäcker kalkylbladen samlar den
nödvändig information och importerar en mall av en faktura. Skriptet fyller
efterhand mallen med tidigare samlad information och sparar det i en separat
mapp. Det originella kalkylbladet arkiveras för framtida referenser. Resultatet
av en bättre, standardiserad arbetsrutin och automatiserat fakturasystem
resulterade i en tidsbesparing på över 60% och i samband med det nya systemet
vi såg en minskning på 75% av incidenter orsakade av dokumentslarv och miss
kommunikation.

Keywords: Automatisering, Script, Python, Fakturering.
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Abstract

This  study  is  about  the  implementation  of  standardization  and  automation
within a  minor  organization.  I  wrote a script in python which is  capable to
detect uploaded work sheets in a folder which is connected to a cloud based
solution.  When the script detects  the time sheets shall  it  gather the required
information  and  import  a  template  of  the  invoice.  The  script  will  fill  the
template  with  the  previously  gathered  information  and  store  it  in  a  second
folder. The original time sheet will be archived for future references. The results
of  the  implementation  of  better,  standardized,   working  routines  and  an
automated billing system decreased the time spend on billing with over 60%
and in conjunction  with  the  new system did  we see a  decrease  of  75% on
incidents based on poor documentation and miss communication.

Keywords: Automation, Script, Python, Billing. 
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Terminology 

• Python     –  A popular and widely used programming languages.

• Modules  –  Separate parts  of  Python  which  one  can  activate  when
needed by importing the modules. This to increase Pythons speed.

• Import    –   The  key command  to  retrieve  the  required  modules  in
python.

•  Crontab   – A software scheduler for the Ubuntu OS. 
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1 Introduction
 

This thesis is being written on behalf of; 'Jips Trädgårdar', a small company that
works with landscaping, design and maintenance of gardens and carpentry in
Skåne, a region in the southern parts of Sweden. The company is doing well
and has recently expanded its operation and is now being run by a two headed
management  in  order  to  reduce  the  administrative  burden  and  prepare  the
company for future growth. In addition to the two people in management does
the  company  work  with  a  pool  of  four  part-timers  which  work  on  0  hour
contracts.  A benefit of this is that there are no costs during less busy periods
but  it  can  be  tricky  during  pre-  and  postseason  as  they  can  have  other
obligations.  

As 95% of the work is being done on location does the company not work with
a physical office rather than a minor room in a private property and a storage
for the equipment. Economically is this construction beneficial but on the down
side is it hard for the seasonal part-timers to get access to important information
and most of the communication goes by phone and notes which proves itself as
being highly inefficient. 

Typical examples of events prior to a project in the current situation are;

1. A customer calls in with an order and an agreement is being made but a
date  can  not  be  set  due  to  the  lack  of  a  synchronized  calendar  and
employees must be called separately until the slots of the team are filled.

2. Multiple calls later can the customer be informed and a date set. 

3. Most  likely does  at  least  one of  the  team members  forget  important
information about the project like names, addresses, dates, tools and so
on. Resulting in (multiple) text messages and or phone calls.

4. Often are text messages exchanged about pricing or other questions the
customer might have when the team arrives / during the work.

*For the sake of this example do we assume that no problems arise at
location. This is rarely the case in reality but communication involved
with those events is prohibitive and not in the scope of this research.

5. A team member sends a time and tools report by phone when the work
is done.

6. In the event of uncertainties regarding the work will there be additional
(phone) contact when invoices are written and send to customers. 
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The  growth  is  a  positive  result  of  hard  work  but  the  lack  of  a  centralized
system, or a system at all, is causing stress, extra work and loss of time which
consume many resources and make the company clearly less profitable.

The thesis will cover the implementation of a digital office and the automation
of invoicing and time-sheets of employees. The goal of these implements is to
decrease  the  administrative  burden  of  management,  decrease  the  level  of
unnecessary communication, decrease the loss of information and improve the
efficiency of the company.  

1.1 Overall aim 

The  main  objective  is  to  create  a  simple  and  low  cost  solution  which  the
company  can  use  to  increase  its  accountability  and  increasing  profit  by
decreasing the amount of errors and time spend on invoicing.  

This should be archived by a script, or scripts which will gather the worksheets
from the company drive, process their information and produce an invoice. The
invoice and the original work sheet should be presented to the management for
a final check before it gets send to the customer.

The profit of these implementations will be measured by a comparison of time
spend on and the rate of unnecessary communication and loss of information
during a control period of two weeks before and after the project. 

1.2 Subjects

For this project will I make use of the skills that I gained from the following
classes (among other sources):

1. DT149G Administration av UNIX-lika system

2. DT094G Scripting

and in a lesser extent:

1. IK060G Projektledning
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1.3 Specific Objectives 

1. The implementation of a, low cost, solution for the company where they
can increase their accountability.

2. The writing of a billing system and time sheet registration in Python
which  accesses  the  company drive,  processes  found information  and
presents management an invoice that ideally should be ready to send. 

3. A valuation of the result of the project by doing a comparison of the
level  of  communications  and  'extra  work'  from before  and  after  the
project 

1.4 Baseline 

To be able to measure the effectiveness of the script did I made a database with
the amount  of different  time types of communications between the different
stakeholders within the company and the time they spend on communication
and administration. I did this so we can compare the data later if we take a
similar survey when the script has been taken in to production.  

During these two weeks did the company handle 17 invoices.

In conjunction with the these invoices and the administration coming with them
have 43 texts been send and 24 calls been made just regarding the worksheets
and to fix incorrect numbers. [See Appendix A for the source of the data for the
baseline]. 

On average did they almost spend 10 minutes per invoice and had a loss of
sales of  900kr, ex moms, due to miss communication and poor accountability.
[Appendix A]  

It is clear that the situation is no longer sustainable as the volume increases and
the organization is changing from a flat organization in to a hierarchical one. 

1.5 Aimed result

A  better  and  brighter  future  can  be  achieved  with  standardization  and
automation.  By implementing a centralized location and template  for all  the
work  sheets  shall  less  information  get  lost  and  the  accountability  of  the
information rise as everybody knows how and where to store it. 
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The organization sending about  150 to  200 invoices  per  year,  based  on the
previous  results.  This  means  that  if  the  implementation  of  the  script  could
decrease the average time spend per invoice with four to five minutes, roughly
12 to 16 hours can be saved annually which can be spend on making money
rather than bookkeeping. 

1.6 Outline

Chapter one introduces the company gives an insight in the problems they faced
before this  project and the goals that they have set.  Chapter two covers the
theory regarding this thesis. Chapter three presents the methodology that has
been used as the base for the given solutions and the evaluation of their quality.
In chapter four are the four do I explain the different parts of the solution and its
implementation. The fifth chapter covers the statistics and the result before the
conclusion is being told in chapter six.
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2 Theory 

There are many alternatives, different programs, coding languages and features 
available which all could have been used for the automatisation of the manual 
labour which is being covered in this thesis but the coding language of choice 
has been Python in combination with the crontab feature to invoke the script at 
predifened timeslots. 

2.1 Python

The script for the organization will be written in Python, python is a wide 
implemented, high -level yet understandable programming language. A few of 
he major advantages with python are that it is a very ‘readable’ programming 
language, and the fact that it is designed to be extendible making it relatively 
easy to learn yet applicable in many different areas [1].                                       

Python itself comes with only two modules, itertools and functools [1], all other
tools are optional which increases the speed of Python because we only import 
the modules needed for the particular script.

To import a module means that you activate a certain module by 
importing it to your script rather than all the modules always are activated 

If you, for example are in need of times can you import the ‘time’  
module which will enable time options for your script [2].  

Due to this kind of flexibility is it possible for one to tailor python to ones 
needs.

2.2 Crontab

One thing that python is not capable of is that the script is not able to launch 
itself. That is why we use crontab as we are working in a Linux environment. 

Crontab basically is a scheduler for the Unix/Linux environment and 
exists out of a list  with the path to the executional file and combines it with 
chosen time intervals [3].

In practice does an entry in crontab look similar as the following:
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10 10 10 10 10 /usr/bin/somedirectory/somecommand

The first field stands for the minutes,

The second for hours,

The third for days,

The Fourth for months

The Fifth for weekdays 

and followed by the commands that are to be executed [3].

2.3 Cloud Computing

Cloud  computing  is  a  way to  share  processing  resources  and  data  between
devices on an on-demand basis for as long as they are connected to the Internet.
Multiple forms of data is being stored in a shared pool and can be provisioned
and released with minimal effort to participating devices [4].

2.4 Available alternatives

There are  many alternatives  already on the  market  but  they usually contain
‘whole’ package’ solutions. A number of these programs provide a solid and
most often user friendly without being ridiculously expensive but the company
is still working with an accountant meaning that there is no need for more than
a stable flow of invoices to send away. 
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3 Method 

The methodologies used in this project are;

• Sheets

• Cloud technology

• Python

All of the previous have had their crucial part in the succes of this project and
the usability for the company.

3.1 Sheets

The base of the project is done with Excel as both the time sheets and invoice
template are created in the format as it  is just as user friendly as it  easy to
modify and design.   You can find examples of the used sheets in the Apendix
A, Apendix C and Apendix D.

3.2 Cloud

To provide mobile accessibility are we making use of a cloud based solution,
By doing so can you publish certain folders or files on a server which makes
them accessible for others after the owner of the share has provide them read
and or write access. 

All people with the right access can update the files and folders in to the cloud
where  it  will  be  stored  and  synchronized  to  the  connecting  devices  on  the
computers, servers and hand helds. 
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3.3 Python

The great thing with Python is that it is incredibly flexible. At this point do we
not need all of its possibilities so we only import relevant modules like the OS,
and spreadsheet readers and writers, XLWT and XLRD. Should the script grow
in future projects is it easy to import other modules with only a single line of
code.

Python accesses the right folder in search of work sheets and processes them
when it finds them which was tricky at first as the values of the cells had been
scrambled  on  both  the  time  sheet  as  the  invoice  template  which  occurred
because of the merged cells in the lay out of both worksheets. 
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4 Implementation

During  the  implementation  phase  are  the  physical  aspects,  in  form  of  the
coworkers and the manager, combined with the virtual tools, the cloud based
platform and the script. The coworkers are able to fill in the sheets, when it fits
them as the folders are reachable trough the cloud and the manager only needs
to check the invoices before sending them as the script  creates  the invoices
when it runs.

4.1 Time sheets

To  standardize  the  time  sheets  to
improve  the  organizations
accountability  and  to  create  a  base
for the script to work from did we
implement  these  rather  simple  but
extremely  effective  excel  sheets  as
shown in Figure 1.

The  employees  that  work  at  the
customers  can  fill  out  the  form on
their  mobile  and  upload  it  to  the
cloud. 

The  choice  for  three  machine  and
product options is due to the fact that
there only have been nine invoices in
the  last  two years  which  had more
than six  additional  cost  items.  And
those  nine  where  bigger  projects
which are outside of the scope of the              Figure 1: Timesheet template
script for now. 

4.2 Platform

I created three folders within the companies folder on a computer in the office;
‘ready’, ‘fakt’ and ‘archive’ and shared the folders in our cloud. 
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The employees place the filled in work sheets in the ready perm from where the
script will process them, places the invoice in ‘fakt’ and the time sheet in the
‘archive’ folder. 

Due to the simple time sheet can the employees without any problems handle
the time sheets on their mobile devices.

4.3 Invoice Template

The  template  of  the  invoice  has  been
created  according  to  the  Swedish  tax
agencies  guidelines  [5]  and  can
therefore  be  distributed  to  both
customers  and  the  accountant  without
further  adjustments  as  you  can  see  in
the example in Figure 2.

These guidelines include for example; 

Date of the performed work, number of
the  invoice,  sellers  and  buyers
information  and  sellers  tax  number,
amount  of  taxes which are to  be paid
and others.

A better scaled preview of the template
can be found under Appendix C.

Figure 2; Invoice Template

4.4 Script 

The full script can be found in the Appendix chapter under Appendix B, I will
only show examples from the code in this section. 

The first thing the script does is looking for any file with the ‘.xls’ extension in
the previously named ‘ready’ folder and puts them in a ‘for’ list which means
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tat the script can handle multiple time sheets at once without an error message
as it will run the files with the correct extension one by one.

**  for  file  in  os.listdir("/home/jip/Desktop/jips/ready/"):
        if file.endswith(".xls"):

readbook  =  xlrd.open_workbook(file)    
        first_sheet  =  readbook.sheet_by_index(0)          
               datum = first_sheet.cell(3, 1).value

When the script has opened the correct file will it start reading in the values
from the given cells and columns.

When the script has gathered all the required information will it perform maths
to calculate the correct prices and taxes. This because I faced a problem where
python erased the pre-set  calculation formulas  in  the invoice template  sheet
when it opened the template and python itself is more than capable to do mat.

**     total = mach1k+mach2k+mach3k+prod1k+prod2k+prod3k+servk
               totalm = totalk/100*125
               moms = totalm-totalk

At this point have we all the information in place to create an invoice in place 
and shall the script import a copy from the invoice template which is stored in a
different folder.

** os.system('cp +r /home/jip/Desktop/jips/fakt/mall.xls 
/home/jip/Desktop/jips/ready/')   

At this point will we open the template of the invoice and add the value in the 
correct cells.

A big problem with importing the template was that python erased the whole 
lay out of the form. A problem indeed as it would cripple the project but I could 
tackle it by setting the formatting_info as True. This kept the whole layout as it 
should.

** rb = xlrd.open_workbook("mall.xls", formatting_info=True)       

            wb = copy(rb)
               w_sheet = wb.get_sheet(0)
               w_sheet.write(3, 0, datum)
               w_sheet.write(3, 4, 'datum')
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At this point are we having a complete invoice and do we need to save it and 
move it to the correct folder, delete the copy and put the time sheet in the 
archive for future references and potential troubleshooting.

I named the invoices with the name of the client to make them easy to identify. 

** wb.save('/home/jip/Desktop/jips/fakt/'+namet+'.xls')                     
               os.system('mv /home/jip/Desktop/jips/ready/'+namet+'.xls 

      /home/jip/Desktop/jips/fakt/')         
   os.system('rm /home/jip/Desktop/jips/ready/mall.xls')                    

               os.system('mv /home/jip/Desktop/jips/ready/'+file+'         
/home/jip/Desktop/jips/archive/')

These steps repeat themselves for every time sheet that the script finds in the 
‘ready’ folder.  

4.5 Manual labor

The only manual adjustments that should be made before the invoices can be
send to the customers is that the manager should perform a quick check and
adjust the ‘Fakturanr’, invoice number. This because the script, at this point,
only converts time sheets in to invoices and that it does not take returns and
other  incidents  in  to  consideration  which  cause  the  creation  of  additional
invoices in the bookkeeping.

For example should a return officially be booked against a new invoice creating
a problem for the script.

A second reason is to make sure that a human being active reviews the invoice
before it gets send of to minimize the possibility that the user receives a bad
invoice. 
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5 Results

To measure the results after the implementation of the script did I take a similar
measurements as I did for the baseline mentioned earlier on so we can compare
the differences.

The second baseline contained 19 invoices, details can be found in Appendix D,

The average rate  of texts per invoice dropped to 0,66.  The number of calls
dropped down to 0,22 per invoice and only 3,38 minutes was spend on average
per invoice before it was ready to be send to the customers. The differences are
even more clear when you look at the graphs in Figure 3 where the differences
are visualized.  

One incident occurred with invoice number 15 but it turned out that an error in
the time sheet, the number of worked hours ended up in the wrong cell, causing
the problems.  Otherwise would the average time spend per  invoice be even
lower.

Figure 3; Average texts, calls and spend minutes per invoice

The implementation of the script caused an impressive efficience improvement
of 65,16% if we count by minutes. 
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The organization send 187 invoices during this financial year (12-12-16) If we
take  the  average  time  spend  per  invoice  from  before  and  after  the
implementation of the script, 9,7 and 3,38 minutes per invoice, and multiply
them with 187 can we calculate the annual profit;

  

9,7   minutes *  187 =  1813,9 minutes =  30.23 hours per year

3,38 minutes *  187   =   632  minutes    = 10,5 hours per year

30.23 – 10.5 =  19.73 hours.

Only  the  implementation  of  the  script  and  the  improvement  of  the
accountability saved the organization a half week of a full time service. 

At a netto cost of 175 kr per hour is the organization saving 4663.00 kr (after
taxes and insurances).  

This amount could potentially even double if all the saved time would be spend
on billable services as income is generated with the saved hours.

14
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6  Conclusions

It is easy to say that the implementation of the script has been a success. The
average time spend per invoice sank to 34% and the organization could cut over
half a week worth of employment and spend it on making money in stead. 

But the success goes further than that; Because of the fact that computers need
logical  information  to  be  able  to  perform  did  the  organization  need  to
standardize their way of working which on itself caused a decrease of 60% on
incidents  regarding  the  documentation  of  the  performed  work.  During  the
baseline survey did the organization experience 4 incidents which all  where
caused  by malicious  documentation  and  poor  working  routines.   The  script
needed a standardized inflow to be able to run and the new way of working
only caused 1 incident during the second survey.

It  is  true that  there  are  many different  products  on the  market  that  provide
similar  services  but  none  of  them provide  services  tailored  exactly  for  this
organization, it current contracts and way of working. 

6.1 Future 

There is a lot of potential left in this project which was unachievable within the
scope of this project. Examples of these improvements are;

• A database with a customer register and one with tools and products can
make the script more stable.

• Mail integration could send the invoices which are ready for billing to
the manager to make the manager more independent from the server.

15
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Appendix A: Data from the initial 
survey
Before implementation of the solution.
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Appendix B: The script 
The python code.

#-*-coding:utf-8-*-

from xlutils.copy import copy
import xlrd
import xlwt #importing the needed modules
import subprocess
import os                          

for file in os.listdir("/home/jip/Desktop/jips/ready/"):
        if file.endswith(".xls"): #open locate and read work sheet
               readbook = xlrd.open_workbook(file)   
        
               first_sheet = readbook.sheet_by_index(0)                                        

#prepare to read the file
   datum = first_sheet.cell(3, 1).value 

               namet = first_sheet.cell(4, 1).value         #retrieve info from xls/work
               address = first_sheet.cell(6, 1).value sheets file
               zipc = first_sheet.cell(7, 1).value
               emelie = first_sheet.cell(9, 1).value
               sara = first_sheet.cell(10, 1).value
               service = first_sheet.cell(13, 1).value
               servst = first_sheet.cell(13, 2).value
               mach1 = first_sheet.cell(15, 1).value
               mach1st = first_sheet.cell(15, 2).value
               mach1pr = first_sheet.cell(15, 3).value
               mach2 = first_sheet.cell(16, 1).value
               mach2st = first_sheet.cell(16, 2).value
               mach2pr = first_sheet.cell(16, 3).value
               mach3 = first_sheet.cell(17, 1).value
               mach3st = first_sheet.cell(17, 2).value
               mach3pr = first_sheet.cell(17, 3).value
               prod1 = first_sheet.cell(19, 1).value
               prod1st = first_sheet.cell(19, 2).value
               prod1pr = first_sheet.cell(19, 3).value
               prod2 = first_sheet.cell(20, 1).value
               prod2st = first_sheet.cell(20, 2).value
               prod2pr = first_sheet.cell(20, 3).value
               prod3 = first_sheet.cell(21, 1).value
               prod3st = first_sheet.cell(21, 2).value
               prod3pr = first_sheet.cell(21, 3).value
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               messag1 = first_sheet.cell(24, 1).value

               servk = servst*350
               mach1k = mach1st*mach1pr # this is where Python 
               mach2k = mach2st*mach2pr performs the calculations
               mach3k = mach3st*mach3pr                      for the invoices
               prod1k = prod1st*prod1pr
               prod2k = prod2st*prod2pr
               prod3k = prod3st*prod3pr
               totalk = mach1k+mach2k+mach3k+prod1k+prod2k+prod3k+servk
               totalm = totalk/100*125
               moms = totalm-totalk
               

              os.system('cp +r /home/jip/Desktop/jips/fakt/mall.xls 
/home/jip/Desktop/jips/ready/')  # retrieve the 
invoice tem

plate
               rb = xlrd.open_workbook("mall.xls", formatting_info=True)             
               wb = copy(rb) #read the template
               w_sheet = wb.get_sheet(0)
               w_sheet.write(3, 0, datum)
               w_sheet.write(3, 4, 'datum')
               w_sheet.write(8, 4, namet)
               w_sheet.write(9, 4, address)                     #fill in the template
               w_sheet.write(10, 4, zipc)
               w_sheet.write(19, 0, service)
               w_sheet.write(19, 4, servst)
               w_sheet.write(19, 7, servk)
               w_sheet.write(21, 0, mach1)
               w_sheet.write(21, 4, mach1st)
               w_sheet.write(21, 6, mach1pr)
               w_sheet.write(21, 7, mach1k)
               w_sheet.write(22, 0, mach2)
               w_sheet.write(22, 4, mach2st)
               w_sheet.write(22, 6, mach2pr)
               w_sheet.write(22, 7, mach2k)
               w_sheet.write(23, 0, mach3)
               w_sheet.write(23, 4, mach3st)
               w_sheet.write(23, 6, mach3pr)
               w_sheet.write(23, 7, mach3k)
               w_sheet.write(24, 0, prod1)
               w_sheet.write(24, 4, prod1st)
               w_sheet.write(24, 6, prod1pr)
               w_sheet.write(24, 7, prod1k)
               w_sheet.write(25, 0, prod2)
               w_sheet.write(25, 4, prod2st)
               w_sheet.write(25, 6, prod2pr)
               w_sheet.write(25, 7, prod2k)
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               w_sheet.write(26, 0, prod3)
               w_sheet.write(26, 4, prod3st)
               w_sheet.write(26, 6, prod3pr)
               w_sheet.write(26, 7, prod3k)
               w_sheet.write(28, 2, messag1)

               w_sheet.write(37, 7, totalk)
               w_sheet.write(39, 7, moms)
               w_sheet.write(37, 3, moms)
               w_sheet.write(41, 7, totalm)

               wb.save('/home/jip/Desktop/jips/fakt/'+namet+'.xls')       # save the   
template with the usersname as the name of the invoice

               os.system('mv /home/jip/Desktop/jips/ready/'+namet+'.xls 
/home/jip/Desktop/jips/fakt/')  # move the invoice to the rirght folder        
               os.system('rm /home/jip/Desktop/jips/ready/mall.xls')   # delete the   

template
               os.system('mv /home/jip/Desktop/jips/ready/'+file+'  
/home/jip/Desktop/jips/archive/') 

# move the time sheet to 
the archive
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Appendix C: Invoice Template
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Appendix D: Data from final survey
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